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Abstract: In this project Fault analysis of 3 level and 5 level with Induction motor Drive is presented. Introduction motors are widely used in industrial applications for their intrinsic ruggedness and reduced cost. Recently, the use of adjustable speed drives has spread in many applications. Most of the industrials motors are used today are in fact induction motors. Induction motors have been used in the past mainly in applications requiring a constant speed because conventional methods of their speed control have either been expensive or highly inefficient. Multilevel inverters have a high number of switching states so that the output voltage is stepped in smaller increments. This allows mitigation of the harmonics at low switching frequencies thereby reducing switching losses. Almost 38% of faults in industrial loads like variable speed ac drive. IGBT’s are used in almost all converters as power handling capability is high. It is estimated that among all types of faults in variable speed ac drives in industry, 10 μs. The performance of the system analyzed by using MATLAB/SIMULINK software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Majority of industrial drives use ac induction motor because these motors are rugged, reliable, and relatively and expensive. Induction motors are mainly used for constant speed applications because of unavailability of the variable frequency supply voltage but many applications need variable speed operations. Industrial applications have begun to require higher power apparatus in topical years. Some medium voltage motor drives and utility applications require medium voltage [1]. For a medium voltage grid, it is difficult to connect only one power semiconductor switch directly. As a outcome, a multilevel power converter structure has been introduced as an alternative in high power and medium voltage situations. The perception of multilevel converters has been introduced since 1975 [2]. The main advantages of multilevel inverters include the increase of power, the diminution of voltage stress on the power switching devices, and the generation of high quality production voltages[3] [4-8].

Multilevel converters are mainly utilized to synthesis a desired single or three-phase voltage waveform. The desired multi-staircase. The importance of multilevel inverters has been increased since last few decades. These new types of inverters are suitable for high voltage and high power application due to their ability to synthesize waveforms with better harmonic
spectrum and with less THD. Plentiful techniques have been introduced and widely studied for utility of non conventional sources and also for drive applications. The output voltage is obtained by combining several dc voltage sources [9]. An inverter convert DC power into AC power through waves called either sine waves or modified sine waves. A multilevel (MLI) uses a sequence of semiconductor power converters (usually two or three) thus generating higher voltage. While an inverter would have to flip several switches. An inverter is a device which receives dc supply for its input and produces ac output. A multilevel inverter is a more powerful inverter, in higher and medium voltage grid it is trouble to connect only one semiconductor switch directly, As a result multilevel inverter was introduced. A multilevel inverter is a power electronic device that is widely used in industries for high voltage and high power applications, with output harmonic content is reduced by using multilevel inverter (MLI)) One important application of multilevel converters is focused on medium and high-power conversion. Nowadays, there exist three commercial topologies of multilevel voltage source inverters: neutral point clamped (NPC), cascaded H-bridge (CHB), and flying capacitors (FCs) [2]. Among these inverter topologies, diode multilevel inverter (MLI) reaches the higher output voltage and power levels and the higher reliability due to its modular topology [9][12][11]. Diode clamped inverter is the most commonly used multilevel topology , in which the diode is used as the clamping device to clamp the dc bus voltage so as to achieve steps in the output voltage. Nabae, Takahashi, and Akagi were proposed neutral point converter in 1981 it was essentially a three-level diode clamped inverter [13].

II. MULTI-LEVEL INVERTER

The system configuration of a motor drive using the Neutral point clamped inverter is shown in fig.1. This paragraph describes the operation of one of the legs shown at Fig.2. The voltage Vao between the phase "a" and the neutral point O is defined entirely by the switches position (0 ‘open’ or 1’closed”). Switch sets [Sa1, Sa3], and [Sa2, Sa4] have complementary positions. When [Sa1, Sa3] are open [Sa2, Sa4] are closed. The three-level NPC inverter is mostly used for medium-voltage high-power applications. In this converter, the number of commutation sequences (Seq) is equal to 24= 16. Where 4 stand for the number of switches per arm and 2 is the number of state per switch (0, 1). Vdc sequences are possible. Below shows the DC-bus voltage. Only three commutation configurations of the inverter’s arm which correspond to the three possible commutation sequences:

- Sequence 1: Sa1, Sa2 conduct and Sa3, Sa4open, Va0=+Vdc/2.
- Sequence 2: Sa2, Sa3conduct and Sa1, Sa4 open, Va0 = 0.
- Sequence 3: Sa3, Sa4 conduct and Sa1, Sa2 open, Va0 =-Vdc/2.

Sequences 1, 2 and 3 are applied in this order periodically.

A pulse width modulation is used to control the switches. In the motoring mode, power flows from the batteries through the Neutral point clamped inverter to the motor. In the charging mode, the Neutral point clamped converters act as rectifiers, and power flows from the charger to the batteries. The Neutral point clamped converter can also act as rectifiers the kinetic energy of the vehicle if regenerative braking is used.
III. FAULT ANALYSIS

Almost 38% of faults in industrial loads like variable speed ac drive. IGBT's are used in almost all converters as power handling capability is high. It is estimated that among all types of faults in variable speed ac drives in industry, 10 μs. But they suffer failures due to excess electrical and thermal stress that are experienced in many applications. IGBT failures can be broadly classified as diode open- faults, diode short-circuit faults, intermittent gate-misfiring faults, switch open and switch short fault.

The short fault can occur with diode in short condition of switch Sa1.

![Fig.2. Shows the fault occurred due to the Diode in short condition.](image)

The open fault in switch Sa1 is introduced by opening the gate pulse

![Fig.3. Shows the fault occurred due to the Gate in open condition.](image)

Fig.4. Shows the fault occurred due to the Gate in Short condition.

An open-circuit fault in inverter is introduced by removing its IGBT.

![Fig.5. Shows the fault occurred due to the IGBT in open condition.](image)

The short-circuit fault in inverter is introduced by shorting the switch Sa1.

![Fig.6. Shows the fault occurred due to the IGBT in Short condition.](image)

IV. DIODE-CLAMPED MULTILEVEL INVERTER

The most commonly used multilevel topology is the diode clamped inverter, in which the diode is used as the clamping device to clamp the dc bus voltage so as to achieve steps in the output voltage. The neutral point converter proposed by Nabae, Takahashi, and Akagi in 1981 was essentially a three-level diode-clamped inverter. A three-level diode clamped inverter consists of two pairs of switches and two diodes. Each switch pairs works in complimentary mode and the diodes used to provide access to mid-point...
voltage. In a three-level inverter each of the three phases of the inverter shares a common dc bus, which has been subdivided by two capacitors into three levels. The DC bus voltage is split into three voltage levels by using two series connections of DC capacitors, C1 and C2. The voltage stress across each switching device is limited to Vdc through the clamping diodes Dc1 and Dc2. It is assumed that the total dc link voltage is Vdc and mid point is regulated at half of the dc link voltage, the voltage across each capacitor is Vdc/2 (Vc1=Vc2=Vdc/2). In a three level diode clamped inverter, there are three different possible switching states which apply the stair case voltage on output voltage relating to DC link capacitor voltage rate. For a three-level inverter, a set of two switches is on at any given time and in a five-level inverter, a set of four switches is on at any given time and so on. Fig.7 shows the circuit for a diode clamped inverter for a three-level and a five-level inverter.

V. MATLAB/SIMULINK RESULTS

Fig.7 Topology of the diode-clamped inverter (a) three-level inverter, (b) five-level inverter

Fig.8. Simulink model of Three level inverter with Diode Open fault

Case 1: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Diode Open” fault at Modulation Index= 1

Fig.9. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Diode open fault

Fig.10. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at
MI=1 with Diode open fault.

Fig. 11. Simulated wave form of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Diode open fault.

Fig. 12. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Diode open fault.

Case 2: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Diode Short” fault at Modulation Index=1

Fig. 13. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Diode short fault.

Fig. 14. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Diode short fault.

Fig. 15. Simulated wave form of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Diode short fault.

Fig. 16. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Diode short fault.
Case 3: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Gate Open” fault at Modulation Index=1

Fig.17. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Gate open fault.

Fig.18. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Gate open fault.

Fig.19. Simulated wave form of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Gate open fault.

Fig.20. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Gate open fault.

Case 4: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Gate Short” fault at MI=1

Fig.21. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Gate short fault.

Fig.22. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Gate short fault.
Fig. 23. Simulated waveform of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Gate short fault.

Fig. 24. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Gate short fault.

**Case 5: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Switch Open” fault at Modulation Index= 1**

Fig. 25. Simulated waveform of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig. 26. Simulated waveform of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig. 27. Simulated waveform of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig. 28. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Switch open fault.
Case 6: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Switch Short” fault at Modulation Index=1

Fig.29. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch short fault.

Fig.30. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch short fault.

Fig.31. Simulated wave form of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch short fault.

Fig.32. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Switch short fault.

Case 7: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Switch Open” fault at Modulation Index=1

Fig.34. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig.33. Simulink model of Five level inverter with Switch open fault.
Case 8: Analysis of Three Level Converter with “Switch Short” fault at Modulation Index=1

Fig.35. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig.36. Simulated wave form of Phase voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig.37. Performance characteristics of Current, Speed and Torque at MI=1 with Switch open fault.

Fig.38. Simulated wave form of Line Voltage of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch Short fault.

Fig.39. Simulated wave form of Line Current of the Inverter at MI=1 with Switch Short fault.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this work the simulation results of three phase three level diode clamped multilevel inverter fed Induction Motor load with modulating strategy are obtained through MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation result shows that the harmonics have been reduced considerably. The three level and Five level inverter fed induction motor system has been successfully simulated. The diode-clamped inverter provides multiple voltage levels through connection of the phases to a series of capacitors. Early descriptions of this topology were limited to three-levels where two capacitors are connected across the dc bus resulting in one additional level. The output quantities like phase voltage and line voltage, THD spectrum for phase voltage and line voltage and torque, rotor current, stator current characteristics of induction motor are obtained.
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